We demonstrate trans-rectal optical tomography of the prostate using an endo-rectal near-infrared (NIR) applicator integrated with a transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) probe. The endo-rectal NIR applicator incorporated a design presented in our previously reported work. A continuous-wave NIR optical tomography system is combined with a commercial US scanner to form the dual-modality imager. Sagittal transrectal imaging is performed concurrently by endo-rectal NIR and TRUS. The TRUS ensures accurate positioning of the NIR applicator as well as guides NIR image reconstruction using the spatial prior of the target. The use of a condom, which is standard for TRUS, is found to have minimal effect on trans-rectal NIR imaging. Tests on avian tissues validates that NIR imaging can recover the absorption contrast of a target, and its accuracy is improved when the TRUS spatial prior is incorporated. Trans-rectal NIR/US imaging of a healthy canine prostate in situ is reported.
Yodh, "Three-dimensional diffuse optical mammography with ultrasound localization in a human subject," J. Biomed Opt. 
Introduction
This is a continuation of previously reported work [1] whose objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) coupled trans-rectal near-infrared (NIR) tomography of the prostate. Prostate cancer screening is performed by measurement of serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA), digital rectal examination (DRE), and a combination of these tests [2] . When the suspicion of prostate cancer is raised by abnormal PSA and/or DRE, the diagnosis is made by biopsy performed under US guidance (most often by TRUS). Biopsy is also used to confirm neoplastic lesions and to determine their clinical significance for treatment planning [3] . The current standard of prostate biopsy is to routinely use 10 to 12 cores of tissue obtained throughout the prostate for the initial assessment [4] . It should be noted that the majority of biopsies are found to be negative, and in men with persistent suspicion of prostate cancer after several negative biopsies, more extensive protocols (>12 cores) up to saturation biopsy (24 cores) represent a necessary diagnostic procedure [5] . TRUS-guided prostate biopsy is performed following a "systematic sampling" strategy because less than 60% of neoplastic lesions appear hypoechoic on TRUS while most of the remaining neoplastic lesions appear isoechoic [6] . Also, TRUS does not reliably differentiate neoplastic from benign tumors [7] .
We have suggested [1] that the accuracy of prostate biopsy may be improved if the TRUS imaging could be augmented with a functional or "surrogate" marker of a prostate tumor. Based on decades of research on cancer imaging [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and prostate measurements [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , near-infrared (NIR) tomography, being non-ionizing and minimally-invasive similar to TRUS, has the potential of providing such functional or "surrogate" markers of prostate tumors. NIR optical tomography, if carried out trans-rectally, may improve the specificity of TRUS imaging such that prostate biopsies could be directed to the most suspicious lesions.
In the first paper of this two part series [1] we discussed the challenges of trans-rectal optical tomography, particularly the fabrication of an endo-rectal NIR applicator for integrating with TRUS. Specifically, since a TRUS-coupled endo-rectal NIR applicator requires deploying many optodes in a very limited space. We suggested [1] that arranging optodes longitudinally is feasible and the configuration would allow interrogating deep prostate tissue in a sagittal imaging geometry. Coupling endo-rectal NIR to TRUS obtains functional information otherwise unavailable from TRUS alone. Coupling endo-rectal NIR to TRUS also renders accurate and real-time anatomic information from TRUS with which to correlate NIR. The structural information obtained from TRUS may further provide the needed spatial prior [14, [23] [24] [25] [26] ] to improve the accuracy of NIR image reconstruction. In that initial paper we further suggested [1] an array configuration of the endo-rectal NIR applicator for direct integration with a TRUS transducer.
The work presented here details the development of an endo-rectal NIR probe built on our previous work [1] and demonstrates TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography of the prostate. It validates that trans-rectal NIR tomography helps characterize a target identified by TRUS, and the accuracy of quantitative imaging of a target by trans-rectal NIR tomography is improved when the TRUS spatial prior is incorporated. TRUS-coupled trans-rectal optical tomography of a canine prostate in situ is performed, indicating the utility of this approach for in vivo imaging.
Instrumentation

Development of a TRUS-coupled NIR applicator for trans-rectal optical tomography
The integrated sagittal-imaging trans-rectal NIR/US applicator consists of a custom-built NIR probe and a commercial bi-plane TRUS transducer, as shown in Fig. 1 . The bi-plane TRUS probe is equipped with a proximal 7.5MHz sagittal-imaging transducer and a distal 5MHz transverse-imaging transducer. The sagittal TRUS transducer occupies a 60mm×10mm window. The diameters of the sagittal and transverse imaging sections of the TRUS probe are 18mm and 20mm, respectively. Adapting to the un-even TRUS cross-section, the NIR applicator is fabricated to a cap-shape and attached to the TRUS probe ( Fig. 1(a) ~(e) ). The NIR array substrate was machined from a black polycarbonate material to minimize the surface reflection. This substrate was then connected to an aluminum bracket and securely fastened to the TRUS handle using a bottom clamp. The rectangular TRUS handle ( Fig. 1 (f) ~(g)) ensured aligning the NIR applicator to the TRUS transducer. A slot of 60mm×10mm was opened up in the NIR applicator to expose the sagittal TRUS transducer. The geometry of the NIR array follows the design we previously described [1] . The NIR probe consists of two linear-arrays, one for the source and the other for the detector, separated by 20mm and placed on each side of the sagittal TRUS transducer. Each linear-array consists of 7 channels spaced 10mm apart and covering 60mm in length. The 60mm long NIR array is aligned precisely with the 60mm window of the sagittal TRUS transducer. The sagittal TRUS transducer actually has a longitudinal field-of-view (FOV) of 50mm. Therefore the NIR channels 1 to 6 on each linear-array match with the length of the sagittal TRUS transducer, and the NIR channel 7 of each linear-array is displaced longitudinally 10mm from the sagittal TRUS transducer.
A metal-coated 600µm-core diameter fiber (Oxford Electronics) is chosen for its thin cladding and mechanical strength. The 7 fibers of each linear-array are packaged into one groove of ~4mm×4mm in cross-section formed in the black substrate. Bending the fiber inside the small groove for side-firing at the probe surface is impractical. Instead micro-optics components are used for deflecting the light side-ways. As shown in Fig. 2 , each source channel includes 2 gradient-index (GRIN) lenses and 1 prism attached to the fiber while each detector channel has 1 GRIN lens and 1 prism attached to the fiber. The GRIN lens (Newport Corporation) has a pitch of 0.25, a diameter of 1mm, a length of 2.61mm, and a numerical aperture of 0.46. The prism is a coated 1mm right angle micro-prism (Tower Optics). Each fiber is polished and epoxied to a prism and a GRIN lens is attached to the other side of the micro-prism for illumination and detection at the probe surface. Each source channel has one GRIN lens attached to the proximal end of the fiber for coupling the emission of a superluminescent diode (SLD) using a spread-spectral-encoding configuration [27] . It is shown by ZEMAX (ZEMAX Development Co.) simulation that for collimated incident beam using a GRIN lens and a prism gives 38% more coupling than without the GRIN lens for a micro-prism of 80% reflection at NIR band that is typical for enhanced aluminum coating. A coupling efficiency improvement of 10%~15% is observed experimentally from the completed fiber channels. The overall coupling efficiencies of the 14 home-assembled fiber channels are shown in Table 1 . The coupling efficiency is at about 50%, which could be improved if the assembly can be made more precise. Coupling efficiency 54% 48% 49% 51% 53% 52% 50%
Development of a continuous-wave NIR imager for coupling with US
The combined trans-rectal NIR/US imager is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and the photograph is given in Fig. 3(b) . The US scanner is an ALOKA SSD-900V portable machine. The US images are transferred to the main computer of the combined imager by a PCI image acquisition card (National Instruments PCI-1405). The NIR imager uses a custom-designed superluminescent diode (SLD) (Superlumdiodes Inc.) that is pigtailed to a multi-mode fiber and delivers 100mW of 840nm NIR light with 14.2nm FWHM bandwidth. The SLD output beam is dispersed by a 1200 groves/mm grating and collimated unto linearly aligned 7 fibers connecting to the source channels on NIR applicator. NIR light with slightly different wavelengths are coupled to the 7 fibers to form a spread-spectral-encoding of the source channels [27] . The remitted lights collected by the 7 detection channels are coupled to a spectrometer (Acton Research). The signal corresponding to the individual source channels are discriminated horizontally by the spectrometer. The signals corresponding to the individual detector channels are differentiated vertically based on the position of the detection channels on the spectrometer entrance slit. A 16-bit intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) acquires a complete set of NIR imaging data. The exposure time for one frame of data is in the range of 100s milliseconds, depending on the medium being imaged. The NIR system resides on a custom-built cart that also houses the US scanner. The CCD has a maximum dynamic range of 48dB, which may not be sufficient to accommodate the full dynamic range of the signals when a medium is highly absorptive, as the minimum and maximum source-detector distances of the trans-rectal NIR array are 20mm and 63mm, respectively. Fortunately, the layout of the dual-line NIR array leads to lesser signal dynamic range for the light illuminated from the sources at the middle portion of the array than the ones at the edges of the array. Reducing the total dynamic range of the signal is possible by proper use of the Gaussian spectrum of the SLD source. The actual light coupling configuration is given in Fig. 4(a) , where the stronger spectral components are coupled to the peripheral NIR channels (such as 1 and 7), and the weaker spectral components are coupled to the middle NIR channels (such as [3] [4] [5] . Comparing with the configuration of coupling the uniform light to all 7 source channels, the strategy in Fig. 4 (a) offers a 15dB reduction of the overall signal dynamic range for a medium of 0.0023mm -1 absorption coefficient and 1.0mm 
NIR image reconstruction based on continuous-wave data
The steady-state diffusion equation for a photon density U at position r can be stated as [28]
where a μ is the absorption coefficient,
is the diffusion coefficient with ' s μ being the reduced scattering coefficient, and S is a source term. For a collimated source and a detector at a semi-infinite boundary, the diffuse reflectance may be described by [29] ( )
where ρ is the source-detector distance, and b z is a length term determined by the refractive index mismatch on the boundary [30, 31] .
The raw data acquired by CCD is show in Fig. 5(a) . If the SLD spectral components were coupled orderly to the source channels from 1 to 7, the higher intensity signals would have been located along a diagonal line in the CCD acquired image [27, 32] . The modified source coupling configuration described in Fig. 4 leads to the pattern of diagonal-shifted highintensity signals as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
The signal non-uniformity among all source-detector pairs is calibrated using the 1% bulk Intralipid solution based on the linear relationship between [ ] ) ( ln 2 ρ ρ U and ρ derived from Eq. (2), as shown in Fig. 5(b) . One calibrated data set corresponding to the complete 7×7 source-detector pairs is displayed in (c) in comparison to the non-calibrated one. 
where ω is the source modulation frequency, is used to map the Equ. (2) using finite-element discretization by setting ω to a small value of 0.1Hz. The optical properties are updated by
where x is the parameters to be optimized, J is the Jacobian derived from Equ. (3), ν Δ is the forward projection error, λ is a penalty or regularization term. A small damping factor α in the range of (0, 1) is introduced to stabilize the convergence [1]. Both absorption and reduced scattering coefficients can be reconstructed from the DC measurement, but it is noted that it appears to be generally more difficult for the scattering image to be reconstructed than the absorption image [28] . In this work we focus on recovering targets having absorption contrast to demonstrate the feasibility of TRUS-coupled endo-rectal NIR optical tomography.
The geometry used for image reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The NIR image reconstruction uses a 3-dimensional mesh representing 80×40×60mm 3 . The TRUS sagittal imaging is performed at the mid-plane of the NIR mesh. The TRUS image is used to develop a mesh with target spatial information. The NIR image is reconstructed in 3-dimension, and displayed at the mid-sagittal plane to correlate with TRUS image. The image reconstruction typically takes ~10 minutes on a 3.0GHz Pentium(R) 4 PC for 10 iterations. 
Performance evaluation for the TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography
Imaging single target
The performance of phantom imaging by the endo-rectal NIR applicator was evaluated without the use of TRUS prior. A 1% bulk Intralipid solution was the background medium. A cylinder-shape solid phantom 15mm in diameter and 25mm long ( Fig. 7(a) ) was the target. The solid phantom was fabricated from a bulk material that was provided and calibrated by the NIR imaging laboratory of Dartmouth College. The solid phantom has an absorption coefficient of 0.0056mm -1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of 1.03mm
, in comparison to 0.0023mm -1 and 1.0mm -1 of the background. The testing setup is depicted in Fig. 7(b) . Figure 8 lists the images reconstructed without the TRUS prior by using a mesh of homogenous density throughout the entire NIR imaging volume. When this mesh is used for reconstruction based on only the NIR information, the optical properties are certainly updated element-by-element in order to recover the heterogeneity being imaged. The solid phantom is placed at the mid-sagittal plane. The NIR images are displayed with a FOV of 80×30mm
The left most optode is located at 10mm right to the left edge of the image, and the right-most optode is 10mm left to the right edge of the image. The (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the target depth of 17.5mm at longitudinal locations of 20, 40 and 60mm (counted from left edge), respectively. The (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the phantom depth of 12.5mm at longitudinal locations of 20, 40 and 60mm, respectively. The target is identified clearly against satisfactorily recovered background; however, the absorption contrast of the target is significantly underestimated.
The same data sets were reconstructed using the target spatial information obtained from TRUS. The TRUS image, similar to the one in Fig. 6(b) , has artifacts around and shows only the lower half of the cylinder owing to the shadow effect. This image/artifact pattern is specific to the solid cylinder target that reflects much of the US signal on its surface. This type of artifact may not be representative for tissue imaging in situ. The artifact is thereby ignored when incorporating the spatial information of the target, by generating a mesh having a homogenous background region and a circular target region as shown in Fig. 6(c) . As there are only two regions to reconstruct, the hierarchical iteration routine introduced in [1] involves only 2-steps. The results are given in Table 2 and Figure 9 . The absorption coefficient of the background medium is reconstructed at 0.002mm -1 for all images. The absorption coefficient of the target is recovered to within 14% of the true value. . Fig. 9 . TRUS guided NIR image reconstruction for solid phantom in homogenous medium
Imaging two targets
The capability of recovering more than one target by the endo-rectal NIR probe is also examined. Two cylinder-shaped solid tissue phantoms, including the one shown in Fig. 7(a) , are used as the target. Both targets are 15mm in diameter and 25mm in length. The newly added solid phantom has an absorption coefficient of 0.0064mm -1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of 0.997 mm -1 in comparison to the other one of 0.0056mm -1 and 1.03mm -1
. Figure  10 (a) and (b) are the images for placing the two targets at depths of 17.5mm and 22.5mm, respectively, in the mid-sagittal plane, with 20mm longitudinal spacing. When the reconstruction is performed without the target spatial information, the two targets can barely be differentiated at the depth of 17.5mm, and not discriminated at the depth of 22.5mm. The absorption contrasts of the targets are also significantly underestimated in both cases. Figure  10(c) indicates the results of using the spatial information from the TRUS image. The two targets can be recovered as having different absorption contrasts, at both depths. The reconstructed absorption coefficients listed in Table 3 are also close to the true values. Fig. 10 . Imaging of multiple targets: (a) NIR-only reconstruction when the target depth is 17.5mm, the targets can be barely separated; (b) NIR-only reconstruction when the target depth is 22.5mm, the targets cannot be separated; (c) region based reconstruction when the target depth is 22.5mm. 
Effects of condom on NIR tomography
The TRUS probe is always covered with a regular latex condom when imaging the prostate. A TRUS-coupled NIR applicator has to be applied with a condom if used in the clinic. In the previous applications of NIR tomography imaging there was no need of applying a latex barrier between an NIR applicator and the tissue being interrogated, therefore the effect of a latex condom on NIR tomography was not reported. The test being carried out used the setup and solid phantom shown in Fig. 7 , by applying US gel to the NIR/US probe, covering the NIR/US with a condom, then pressing the condom to eliminate any gas between the condom and the probe. US gel is not applied on top of the condom when imaging the Intralipid, but is applied for all the tissue imaging tests presented in Section 5. The absorption coefficient of the target reconstructed using TRUS information is listed in Table 4 . The overall distribution of the reconstructed absorption coefficient of the target is plotted in Fig. 11(a) , and the distribution specific to target position is plotted in Fig.  11(b) . These results, which are consistent with those presented in Section 4.1, demonstrate that the condom has minimum effect on NIR imaging. Nevertheless, an attention of the light power is observed, as it takes 10% longer exposure time for CCD to integrate the same amount of signal when the condom is applied. Table 4 , and The red dashed line shows the true value; (b) data points in (a) specific to target depths and longitudinal locations.
Results of tissue imaging by TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography
Imaging solid absorbing object embedded in avian tissue
The condom-covered NIR/US probe was enclosed within thick layers of chicken breast tissue ( , and a black object (10mm diameter ×10mm length) was embedded as the target. The photographs in Fig. 12(a) and (b) show the setup of tissue sample and the absorbing target being embedded. The tissue without the absorbing target is also imaged as a baseline test. The baseline images by US and NIR are shown in Fig. 12(c) , where the NIR image is reconstructed using a homogenous mesh as there was no indication of a target on US. Figure 12 (d) to (f) correspond to target being embedded at different longitudinal locations at slightly different depths. The embedded object is clearly visible in the US images as anechoic shadows. The NIR imaging without prior information can clearly recover the object, but with inconsistent and potentially much under-estimated absorption coefficients. When the target location and size information are used to guide the NIR image reconstruction, the target is recovered with consistent absorption coefficients indicating a strongly absorbing object.
Internal imaging of avian tissues
As shown in Fig. 13(a) the empty abdomen of a whole chicken was filled with chicken breast tissue and a piece of chicken liver was embedded within the breast tissue. The embedded liver shows up as the hypo-echoic region circled in Fig. 13(b) . The NIR image reconstructed without any target information is given in Fig. 13(c) , in which the absorptive mass does correlate longitudinally with the liver tissue. Fig. 13(d) shows NIR image reconstructed by treating the liver mass as a sphere. Fig. 13(e) shows the NIR image reconstructed by excluding the non-tissue region from the background of Fig. 13(b) . Fig. 13(f) shows the NIR image reconstructed by taking into account the irregular shape of the liver mass. Among the 3 spatial prior implementations, the one in Fig. 13(f) is the most accurate wherein the absorption coefficient of the chicken liver mass is also the closest to the realistic value [35] . 
TRUS-coupled trans-rectal optical tomography of canine prostate in situ
TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR imaging of the prostate is conducted on a canine cadaver. The prostate was exposed and approximately 0.33ml of homogenized foal liver was injected ventral-dorsally, paramedian in the left lobe of the prostate. The prostate was then enclosed in thick layers of peri-prostate tissues. On the TRUS image of Fig. 14(a) the injected liver tissue is visible by the mass proximal to the center of the prostate and the vertical hyper-echoic strip at the ventral side of the prostate. The large hypo-echoic region at the upper half was due to air. The mesh generated in Fig. 14(b) has excluded the air based on the US image. The rectum wall was not outlined in the mesh because of its close proximity and near apposition to the US transducer due to the small size of this canine cadaver. The rectum layer may be included when imaging a larger subject. The finalized mesh given in Fig. 14(b) shows nested-domains where there is a relatively small prostate and a much smaller target in the prostate. The NIR image in Fig. 14(c) is reconstructed by applying the 3-step hierarchical reconstruction method introduced in the previous paper [1]. A highly absorptive mass is clearly recovered out of the injected liver tissue. The absorption coefficient of the foal liver tissue in Fig. 14(c) is lower than that of the avian liver tissue in Fig. 13(f) ; nevertheless both values are at the order of 0.1mm -1 , indicating high absorption by both tissues. The reconstructed absorption coefficients of the prostate and the peripheral tissue are given in Table 5 . It is very interesting to observe that the numbers agree with the values suggested by the literature [16-18, 35]. 
Discussion
In the NIR imager an 840nm superliminescent diode with ~14nm bandwidth is used to simultaneously excite all source channels. The bandwidth would certainly introduce It is shown that the absorption coefficient can be quantitatively reconstructed by steadystate trans-rectal NIR measurements. The accuracy of reconstruction for a highly heterogeneous domain can be improved dramatically by use of the TRUS spatial prior. Implementing frequency-domain detection to the NIR system will also allow more accurate reconstruction of the absorption coefficient owing to the reliable differentiation of it from the scattering by true phase information.
Generating the target mesh from the TRUS image has been based on the assumption that the entire imaging volume and the target are symmetric and centered at the TRUS imaging plane. This is perhaps necessary if only one TRUS image is utilized to form a 3-dimensional mesh for NIR image reconstruction, but is mostly inaccurate. This is particularly problematic in imaging of the prostate if the NIR/US probe is to be directed away from the midline of the prostate. The effect of asymmetric-domain may be corrected if multiple US images are available to generate a mesh representing the true 3-dimensional contents of the imaging volume more faithfully.
The trans-rectal examination of the prostate on the sagittal view is likely being interfered with by the nearby bladder and pelvic bone. If the bladder is empty, the photon propagation may be less interrupted. If the bladder is full, it may become a relatively transparent domain for photon propagation. In this case the bladder likely becomes a diffusion-void domain [37, 38] . A transport-equation based model of photon propagation can be implemented [37, 39] to mitigate the interference of void-domains. The interference from the pelvic bone is similar in principle to that of the chest wall in breast imaging when using a planner NIR array [40] . In this work we applied the Robin-type boundary condition under diffusion equation to the voidtissue interfaces under the diffusion model. This is a rather straightforward approach that is proven helpful for improving the reconstruction accuracy, but more studies are needed to quantitatively evaluate improvement by this approach in comparison to the more rigorous transport-based model.
The probe sensitivity curves in this paper and those in the previous paper [1] were all derived under the assumption of an absorptive NIR probe surface. This boundary condition produces a peak of depth-sensitivity close to, but not at, the probe surface. This feature may be desirable for prostate imaging, since the measurement will be less sensitive to the existence of a rectum layer. On the other hand, the peak also indicates that the measurement is less sensitive to a lesion deeper in the prostate than one closer to the surface of the prostate. Prostate tumors are known to occur more often in the peripheral zone which stretches abaxial from the middle-line of the prostate. For deeper target, we have showed that with TRUS prior, the accuracy of target recovery can be improved successfully. However, more dedicated simulation and experimental studies are necessary to evaluate the likelihood of retrieving deeper target in vivo.
In all the tests presented in this work, the target of interest is visible or at least sensitive to US, therefore US spatial information of the target is readily rendered to guide the NIR image reconstruction. If the target is ambiguous to US, it may still be recognizable by NIR-only reconstruction. One example is given in Fig. 15 wherein a piece of chicken breast tissue was dyed with diluted Indian ink and then placed in the middle of the natural chicken breast tissue. The approximate boundary of the dyed tissue is marked with the dash-circle in the US image. This embedded tissue is hardly distinguishable in the TRUS image; therefore the NIR image reconstruction was performed without any a priori information. The target is identified by NIR even though the depth and size were not accurate. This result may show positive indication on the clinical application of trans-rectal NIR/US measurement providing the fact that up to 40% of prostate tumors are not sensitive to US [3, 6, 7] . Besides using NIR information to characterize US-sensitive lesions, if the NIR imaging is able to discover a lesion that is otherwise non-suspicious on US, the overall sensitivity and specificity of TRUSbased prostate imaging may be improved. Fig. 15 . Imaging of a tissue mass that is ambiguous to TRUS but sensitive to NIR.
Conclusions
We implemented the NIR array design suggested in our previous work for direct integration of the NIR array with a TRUS transducer. The combined NIR/US probe & system enabled concurrent acquisition of trans-rectal NIR tomography and TRUS images in the same sagittal plane. Although the NIR imager is constructed in CW mode, accurate quantitative reconstruction of the absorption coefficient is feasible with the TRUS spatial a priori information. The use of a condom is found to have minimum affect on NIR tomography measurement, indicating that endo-rectal NIR may be applied concurrently with TRUS in a clinic setting with no alteration of the standard procedures. An absorptive target may also be recovered by trans-rectal NIR only, but the incorporation of TRUS a priori information allows trans-rectal NIR tomography to recover an absorption target more accurately, as demonstrated by imaging of the alien tissue in the canine prostate. The previous Part-I and this Part-II papers together have validated prostate imaging as feasible by TRUS-coupled trans-rectal NIR tomography. Work is on-going toward in vivo measurement of optical properties in intact prostate as well as development of prostate cancer models in the canine to validate that augmenting TRUS morphology information with trans-rectally acquired NIR contrast may improve the overall accuracy of TRUS prostate imaging.
